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#VEGAS STRONG
by Art Chesmore

Las Vegas is optimistic following the October 1 tragic
shooting at the Route 91 Harvest Festival.
Beyond assistance provided by early responders,
concertgoers rallied to aid hundreds of the 22,000
attendees. Residents and visitors lined up at community
blood drives. Go Fund Me accounts received thousands
of dollars to aid hundreds of individuals injured. The
latest tally of donations exceeds 19 million dollars.
Memorials and candlelight vigils continue at the base
of the Welcome to Fabulous Las Vegas sign located
on Las Vegas Boulevard South, ¾ mile from
Mandalay Bay, the resort from where the
shooter rained havoc on concert attendees.

Las Vegas tour guide Richard Evans said, “I have not
escorted any guests to the Memorial site. I have been
there twice just by myself both times. It was extremely
sad. I found myself filled with emotions and a lot of
tears. It's still so sad and hard to believe that someone
would do something that horrible in our city.”
Airlines offered free airfare to Las Vegas where hotels
extended free lodging to grieving family members.
Continued on Page 4

Petra Dilone, a Las Vegas professional tourist
guide said, “For myself, it got very close to home.
I think the entire extent of the shooting and what
happened was never clearer to me than when I
saw all the signs of affection, the pictures at the
memorial. I had to fight tears back and got very
emotional. I think most people experienced the
same effect, especially locals.”
“I took guests there several times this month,” said
Las Vegas tour guide George Gardner. “People
reacted differently depending on where they
were from. Some were sad, others amazed at the
outpouring of support for the fallen. I think most
were still trying to process the event and trying to
find some meaning to the senseless killing.”
The impromptu memorial at the iconic sign.
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Have You Registered
for the NFTGA 2018
Biennial Conference?
Registration is now open for the NFTGA
conference in Philadelphia. Click here
(http://www.nftga.com/conference-2018info.html) to register.
2018 marks the 20 th annniversary of the
founding of the NFTGA and the 10 th
anniversary of APT (the Association of
Philadelphia Tour Guides) so Conference
Chair and APT President Nick Cvetkovic
promises that this will be a very special event!
You won't want to miss it.
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FROM THE PRESIDENT
I hope everyone is well
and staying busy. Once
again your Board has
been active with several
issues that we must
entertain; this first with
short notice.
Bob Skiba, our secretary
and chairman for the
upcoming NFTGA Conference in Philadelphia
is experiencing some
serious health issues
that have consumed
much of his time. Reluctantly, he feels that he needs to
re-evaluate his position. We certainly understand his
concern and feel that he is making the right decision for
himself, NFTGA, and the conference. Bob, you know
you are in our prayers and we support your decision.
APT President Nick Cvetkovic has graciously agreed to
take over as the new conference chairman, assisted by
Bob whenever possible. Thank you to both dedicated
members for your continued support. By the time you
read this, all info and forms will be available to you.
Another major issue is our Insurance Coordinator.
We though that we had a person selected on two
different occasions, but it did not come to completion.
Now we are in need of someone to take over this very
important position. Please consider taking on the role
of Insurance Coordinator and, if you can help us,
please call or email Ellen Malasky or myself ASAP.
I want to thank the member associations for sending
us your nominations to the Board. The Nominating
Committee will gather all the necessary information/bio
data and present them to you next month. Please look
out for this communication.
The National Standard is an outstanding communication tool,
full of info that we all can use. Thank you to everyone who
has contributed and a big thank you to our fantastic editor.
As this is the last newsletter issue of 2017, please have a
wonderful Thanksgiving Day, a safe and happy Christmas,
and a Happy New Year!
Gene Reyes
NFTGA President
Autumn 2017

FROM THE EDITOR
In the 12 years of my
guiding career, the
question I hear the
most often from
the most tourists is
“Where were you on
9/11?” During the
high season, I hear
this question every
single day. I get other
questions too, of
course: “What do
New Yorkers think
of Donald Trump?”
“What is the real estate market like here?” “How have
the recent economic changes affected this city?”
It’s all a constant reminder that, no matter how
comfortable or uncomfortable it may be to discuss,
big national news affects the tourism industry. It
affects the feelings and attitudes of our visitors and
it affects what they want from a tour.
With the above in mind, it is no secret that many of
our colleagues in the member associations of NFTGA
have had their homes and their livelihoods seriously
affected by recent catastrophes, both natural and
manmade. Wherever we may differ on matters
practical and political in terms of how best to grapple
with these disasters, I hope my fellow guides know
that they have brothers and sisters in the tourism
trade all across the country who know how you feel.
My friends and clients alike were surprised to learn
I rooted for the Astros in the recent World Series
(as a New Yorker who grew up in Missouri rooting
for the Cubs, it is a rather unusual choice). But then
I reminded them that if there is any time that the city
of Houston needs cause for celebration, it is now.
The same good wishes go to our friends and
colleagues in Las Vegas, Florida, Austin, and any other
place that has seen the rug pulled out from under
them. Those of us in New York, Charleston, New
Orleans, and so many other places have been there.
We love you, we’re with you, and we’re rooting for
you.
Matthew Baker
Editor-in-Chief
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#VEGAS STRONG

of the comments and demonstrated the outpouring
of love from Las Vegas fans during this difficult time.

continued from page 1

Zappo’s paid for funeral and burial expenses for the
58 deceased.
#Vegas Strong is visible throughout Las Vegas,
displayed on billboards, banners and apparel.
Tourism industry experts stress their belief that Las
Vegas will not be significantly affected following this
tragedy. Some speculate that the Asian market may
postpone travel out of respect for the victims. No
conventions or meetings scheduled to be held in Las
Vegas were cancelled during October.
The Las Vegas Convention and Visitors Authority has
temporarily suspended its 13-year advertising campaign
“What happens in Vegas, stays in Vegas.” The first
LVCVA ad since October 1 featured Andre Agassi
narrating “Strength is the voice of community and
love in the face of the unspeakable. Strength is when
we all pull together and rise up, all of us in every
corner of the world. Strength is what we all are
today and strength is our promise for tomorrow.”
To celebrate the overwhelming amount of support
Las Vegas is receiving on social media, the LVCVA
created a 30 second video spot that showcased some

Last year produced new high levels for both passenger
arrivals and departures at McCarran International
Airport, and for Las Vegas visitors. McCarran, the
8th busiest airport in the United States, handled 47.4
million passengers, while 43.9 million persons visited
Las Vegas during 2016.
McCarran Las Vegas Airport is on track to exceed 48
million passengers during 2017, with monthly counts
above 4.1 million for June through September.
Gary Zanis from Aurora Illinois built, delivered
and erected at the iconic Welcome to Las Vegas sign
58 wooden crosses in honor of the 58 victims. The
crosses will be moved to the Clark County Museum
for a future tribute.
We should not give up our freedom and privilege
to travel. Guided tours of the strip and downtown
Las Vegas continue. Although somber in the vicinity
of the concert site in the wake of the tragic event,
individuals and groups want to visit the iconic
Welcome to Fabulous Las Vegas sign, now a memorial
site established by the public.
Art Chesmore is founder and past president of the Las
Vegas Tourist Guides Guild. To tour with Art, contact
artchesmore@gmail.com.

The public memorial
extends along the road
beyond the sign.
Autumn 2017
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Tech Talk: Envision!
by Donna Primas

A single person with an envisioned goal has led people
and organizations in new directions.
en·vi·sion
[ənˈviZHən]
VERB
imagine as a future possibility; visualize:
A Chicago tour guide named Don Jerich – a member of
the Chicago Tour-Guide Professionals Assn., a volunteer
Chicago Greeter, and a docent for the Museum of
Science and Industry – dreamt of a meeting, event, or
tour that would invite and unite tourism colleagues from
his three favorite organizations. He first spoke to me
about this dream in 2013. After delays and setbacks,
the first two events – both Chicago Transit Authority
(CTA) charter train tours – took place in Fall, 2017.
A New York City tour guide named Marta Cooper –
then President of the Guides Association of New York
City – saw a need. With significant effort she set up a
meeting that brought together representatives of the
city tourism bureau (NYC & Co.), the Department of

Save the Dates for These
Important Conferences

Transportation, Department of Consumer Affairs, city
police, and licensed tour guides to evaluate a critical
issue: the need for legal motorcoach dropping, loading
and parking areas near places visited by groups.
Early in the millennium, the first NYC Tourism
Roundtable took place.
A DC tour guide named Vicky Schwartz – a member of
The Guild of Professional Tour Guides of Washington
DC – was in touch with tour guide associations all
around the United States. She felt that remarkable
things could happen if all the tour guide associations
from cities and areas around the United States would
connect to share experiences and learn from each other.
The result was the first organizational meeting for what
would become the National Federation of Tourist
Guide Associations-USA (NFTGA). That meeting
was held in Washington DC, November 13-15, 1998.
Did these three completely solve the problem and
enact permanent change? No. But they cared enough
to take the first steps… to try.
Big ideas infrequently see the light of day. They start
as dreams. Getting started might not be easy. There
may be resistance. In fact, getting the right people to
listen to you may be very time consuming and arduous.
But tantalizing unifying goals are worth the effort and
should not be abandoned.

November 14-18, 2017
NAI National Conference, Spokane, WA

Thank you to these visionary individuals and their
associations for supporting innovation and growth.
It is up to the rest of us to carry the torch forward
in the future.

December 14-18, 2017
NTA Travel Exchange, San Antonio, TX

As we get ready to enter 2018 and celebrate the 20 th
anniversary of the founding of the NFTGA, take a
moment right now.

January 26-30, 2018
ABA Annual Meeting & Marketplace,
Charlotte, NC

Close your eyes. Take a few deep breaths and slowly
release the air from your lungs. Day dream. Let your
mind wander as you contemplate the future. Imagine
something that would make your guide organization
better. Picture something that would enhance your
professional life. Envision!

February 20-23, 2018
NFTGA Conference, Philadelphia, PA
March 21-22, 2018
Destination Capitol Hill, Washington, DC

Then commit to take a first baby step toward that
possible new reality.

April 18-21, 2018
NTA Contact, Charleston, SC

Donna Primas has been giving tours of Chicago in English
and Spanish since 1983. She served as the President of the
Chicago Tour-Guide Professionals for 21 years. To tour with
Donna, contact primascopy@aol.com.
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ON THE WHOLE, I’D RATHER
BE IN PHILADELPHIA…

The Thinker at the
Rodin Museum

by Edward A. Mauger and Jim Murphy

When you visit Philadelphia for the 2018 NFTGA
Conference, you’ll be in the largest city George
Washington ever saw – and the only modern metropolis
he would still recognize. But this is no longer your father’s
historic city, where you were dragged by the ear from
one boring shrine to another. Early American history is
now fascinating, making best seller lists, and inextricably
woven into the current National discussion.

Visit the Barnes, the largest trove of Impressionists (more
Across from your hotel, Lucretia Mott spearheaded the Renoirs than in France), and just beyond it is the Rodin
national movement for women’s rights, brought to a Museum – a match to the one in Paris, including four
fever pitch on July 4, 1876 when Susan B. Anthony read versions of his famous The Thinker.
her declaration of women’s rights at Independence Hall.
A block further west, past the
Elfreth’s Alley is not A guided tour of
world’s most famous fictitious
just a quaint colonial Elfreth’s Alley
athlete, walk up the Rocky steps
streetscape for Macy’s
to the Philadelphia Museum
fashion shoots, it’s
of Art, the first major building
our first try at that
by an African American
great, sometimes
architect. Want truly public art?
troubled, American
Take a Mural Arts tour – over
experiment: French,
3,000 of them; or visit the
Germans, Italians,
Magic Gardens by Isaiah
Irish, Jews, Blacks,
Zagar on South Street.
Protestants,
and
Catholics together
Check out the Philadelphia
on one street.
Orchestra at the great glassarched Kimmel Center, or
Pennsylvania Hospital is the site of America’s first
stroll up Broad Street to America’s La Scala, the
affordable care act, maneuvered by Ben Franklin to provide Academy of Music. It also hosted the world’s first
medical care for the working class, the lunaticks and
indoor football game.
the “deserving poor”… the doctors made house calls
for the rich.
Dine at Victor’s Café in South Philadelphia, where
Caruso, in town to record for the Victor Talking Machine
You’ll want a well-trained certified guide from the
Company, stopped by to belt out a few arias. Mario
Association of Philadelphia Tour Guides (APT) to get
Lanza, who grew up around the corner, used to come by
the most out of your visit.
for a free meal. Sly Stallone removed all the autographed
opera legends to turn it into a sports bar for Rocky 18.
THE ARTS:
Philadelphia Quakers used to consider theatre “a waste
PLACES TO VISIT:
of God’s time,” so sinful colonists had to skip town
The Mutter Museum – Great 19th century treasury
and cross South St. – still our Bohemian district. We’ve
of medical studies, skeletons, Einstein’s brain and
come a long way since then: Travel and Leisure recently
other curiosities.
rated Philly the top American city for culture.
The Philadelphia Free Library – with Dickens pet
Fifty theatre companies dot Philadelphia, anchored by
raven Grip perched on a branch, the muse for Edgar
the Walnut St. Theatre, considered the “World’s
Allan Poe’s famous poem.
Oldest English-Speaking Theatre.”
Autumn 2017
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Eastern State Penitentiary – the mother of all 300
radial prisons world-wide: Al Capone’s first arrest, a
luxury cell, with his own furniture and oriental rugs,
hosting the warden for meals – the safest spot to hole
up after the Valentine’s Day Massacre.
The Waterworks – magnificent neo-classic structures
on the Schuylkill, America’s first great fresh water system,
terminating in dog’s best friend – the fire hydrant.
FOOD:
Head to the Reading Terminal – 60 eateries and 20
dessert spots, the top U.S. sandwich, craft beers +
Pennsylvania Dutch goodies. Treat yourself to a freshbaked-right-in-front-of-you by Amish girls pretzel.
La Colombe – near the Visitors Center, the best fresh
coffee and pastries.
Top restaurant rows – nationally ranked East Passyunk
in South Philly, featuring Izumi, Mama Maria, Noord,
Adobe Café and 25 more. Eateries on Market and
Chestnut Sts. like Buddakan – Robert DeNiro’s
favorite in Philly.

William Claude Dukenfield broke into show biz
“drowning” three times a day in the Atlantic City surf,
tricking crowds to follow the stretcher with his limp
body into a beer garden on the Boardwalk. He vowed
never to touch the stuff (water) again. Years later,
nearing his actual demise, W.C. Fields insisted “On
the whole, I’d rather be in Philadelphia.”
Today’s Philadelphia is light-years superior to his
unhappy alternative. The National Geographic Traveler,
declared Old City the most exciting spot on the East
Coast between Greenwich Village and Miami Beach.
Stroll around its historic sites, 50 galleries, unique shops,
and discover this fascinating city yourself.
On the whole, you’ll want to be in Philadelphia this
coming February.
Edward A. Mauger and Jim Murphy are members of
the Association of Philadelphia Tourguides. To tour with Ed,
contact philaonfoot@gmail.com. To tour with Jim,
contact murfman1@comcast.net.

Reading Terminal
Autumn 2017
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NFTGA, WORKING FOR YOU
by Ellen Malasky
Board Member Joe DeGregorio has been busy
participating in Tourism Industry Partners conferences
and working to encourage the creation of new guiding
associations. In August, he manned the NFTGA booth
at the Student Youth and Travel Association’s (SYTA)
annual conference in Albuquerque, New Mexico. The
SYTA conference attracted 1,007 delegates including
guides and tour and travel companies. At the booth, Joe
Joe discussed the goals of NFTGA and described our DeGregorio
member associations. Joe spoke to over 150 attendees represents
at the conference, including current members from
several NFTGA member associations and in the process developed 17 good “leads” for protential new members.
He sent their contact information to the appropriate Association Presidents. He also highlighted the upcoming
NFTGA conference being held in February in Philadelphia. As reported in the Spring 2017 issue of The National
Standard, earlier this year Joe attended the National Travel Association’s (NTA, another Tourism Industry
Partner) Conference in St. Louis and while manning a NFGTA informational booth, developed about 23
potential new member leads.
One of Joe’s duties on the board is to promote the development of new tour guide associations in cities lacking
one. To that end, he is working with an Albuquerque tour guide, Heather Arnold, owner of Routes, whom he met
at SYTA and who appears very enthusiastic about starting a local association. So, if any readers know of, or
work with tour guides and/or travel related businesses in the area please email Joe at joe.dehillboy@gmail.com
so he can further discuss the benefits of creating one. (Joe is also making strides in starting an association in
the greater Los Angeles area, attending a kick-off meeting near Hollywood on November 2.)
Ellen Malasky is vice president of the National Federation of Tourist Guide Associations. To tour with Ellen,
contact ellenguide1@gmail.com.

MONUMENTAL TOPICS
by Randy Bibb

Bringing Politics into a tour presents a very slippery
slope. Political developments should be handled purely
as historic or news worthy topics and personal opinion
needs to be avoided. This is especially true when one
has a large group of varied guests on a tour; if someone
did come to hear a political rant (which happens), we
must remember that’s probably the only person on the
tour who cares about what the tour guide thinks. I’ve
learned that the best way to handle questions involving
my political beliefs is to say “Well, stick around after
the tour and we can talk about that. But right now
let’s talk about the Creoles.” New Orleans has always
been a hotbed of political controversy and this will
probably continue until we sink into the sea and are
no more. Currently, the hot topic is the removal of four
Autumn 2017

monuments commemorating Confederate history.
The editor of The National Standard asked me to
address the following question: “How does this
affect the way guided tours are done in New Orleans?”
It’s an excellent question and so I’ll address it without
personal emotion or opinion.
We cannot change history. No monument, no removal
of a monument, no erasing of a tape, no destruction
of documents, no publishing of a book will ever change
what happened. Although the statue of Robert E. Lee
was removed from Lee Circle, the people of New
Orleans will probably continue to call it “Lee Circle”
for all time. The City may restore it to its original
name, Tivoli Circle, but I can easily hear tourists a
century from now asking “Why do people call this
‘Lee Circle’?” and the fact that the statue had been
there (and the debate as to why it was removed) will
still end up on a tour. History is seldom pleasant. The
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only pleasant history is that which we remember from
our own lifetime – “the good ol’ days when life was
simpler.” Beyond that, much of what happened
presents an all-too-difficult picture and the trick is to
deliver it as accurately as possible without opinions
causing emotional explosions. Down here in the South,
for instance, the discussion of slavery is one of the
most difficult topics to address. People seem to want
either Twelve Years a Slave or Gone With the Wind. So
what to do? One must simply know their tourists and
find a way to address it without coming across as
Simon Legree or Uncle Remus.
And there’s the answer to the editor’s question “How
does this affect the way guided tours are done in New
Orleans?” As long as you know your tourists and
know how to discuss a topic, nothing changes. And
this is nothing new. After hurricanes Katrina and
Rita so many people wanted me to go into either the
politics of the storms or my personal experience.
Politics were too controversial and personal experience
was too painful so I stuck to the basic facts of what
happened and left everything else out of it. Recently,
a tourist was asking me questions about Katrina that
were hitting a little too close to home. When I steered
the topic away from personal and political questions
she said “You have to talk about it – it’s history!” I said
“No ma’am, it’s memory. I will be happy to discuss it
historically but I can’t go any further.” I stuck to facts
and that was all.
And as for monuments, the facts are these – In
2015 Mayor Mitch Landrieu ordered the removal of
four Confederate monuments, the order went to
court, the court found in favor of the City, and in
2017 the monuments came down. There it is, plain
and simple. If someone wants to know my opinion,
we can talk after the tour.
Tourism itself has radically changed in New Orleans
in the last five years or so. As short term vacation
rentals swallow up the city like a big fish eating a little
fish, the people who are coming are more interested in
entertainment than in history. French Quarter Tours
are sadly dying out, Literary Tours are nearly dead (the
only people who go on Literary Tours anymore are
special interest groups, such as librarians or publishers),
and while Ghost, Voodoo, and Cemetery Tours are
thriving, what they want is American Horror Story and
not historic facts. Although there will always be the
history buffs who come here for antiquities, it’s the

Robert E. Lee
is hoisted out
of one historic
controversy and
into another.

culinary tours, cocktail tours, restaurant tours, music
tours, shopping tours – New Orleans today – that
seem to be what interest people most. Speaking only
for myself and not for my colleagues, I can say that
I have seldom had tourists ask me about the removal
of the monuments. I have given a couple of city tours
where the bus went whizzing around Lee Circle,
former home of the Robert E. Lee statue, and the way
I addressed it was to simply say:
“This is Lee Circle, originally called Tivoli Circle until
a statue of General Robert E. Lee was erected in 1884
and removed by executive order in May of this year.
For the moment, it’s still called Lee Circle until the
City renames it. And now, Ladies and Gentlemen,
here is the National World War II Museum…”
That’s it. There was a statue of Robert E. Lee there
and it ain’t there no more! I did not have anyone press
me for additional information. So, to be honest, not
much has changed. Frenchmen Street is still hoppin’,
Gumbo is still being dished out, people are still
entombed in the cemeteries, Bourbon Street is – well,
Bourbon Street – and all is right with the world, with
or without monuments!
Randy Bibb is a member of the Tour Guides Association
of Greater New Orleans. To tour with Randy, contact
randyneworleans@hotmail.com.

culinary
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AIANTA CELEBRATES 19TH
ANNUAL CONFERENCE WITH
HOST ONEIDA TRIBE OF
WISCONSIN by Rachel Cromer-Howard

Keynote Speaker
Fawn Sharp

19th Annual American Indian Tourism
Conference September 11-14 in Green Bay
From September 11 – 14, more than 250 tourism
professionals, tribal representatives, native business
owners, and federal partners flocked to Green Bay,
Wisconsin for the 19 th Annual American Indian
Tourism Conference.
The conference is a banner event for the American
Indian Alaska Native Tourism Association (AIANTA),
where in four days the organization brings the highest
caliber speakers and professionals in Indian Country
and in the national tourism industry together to provide
professional training, education, and resources to
tribes, native business owners from around the
nation, and industry professionals looking to work
with Native America.
Each year, AIANTA is proud to have their annual
conference hosted by various tribes throughout the
different regions of the U.S. The 19th AITC was held at
the Radisson Hotel & Conference Center, Green Bay,
on the beautiful homelands of the Oneida Nation.
The annual AITC provides a high-quality educational
forum to tribes, tribal businesses, and other attendees
from the cultural tourism industry to help them with
their tourism development and marketing initiatives.

As the only national conference on Indian Country
tourism, AITC is designed to share knowledge,
experience and best practices from tourism programs
around the U.S., and features an impressive line-up
of expert speakers whose experience provides new
information and guidance for all, from tribes just
entering the tourism industry to tribes with experience
in travel and tourism, and tourism professionals looking
to further develop relationships and collaborations
with tribes involved in tourism.
AIANTA was thrilled to welcome keynote addresses
this year from nationally renowned speakers including
Ernie Stevens Jr., Chairman, National Indian Gaming

Opening Dinner
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Association; Fawn Sharp, President, Quinault Indian
Nation; Aaron Woden-Schwartz, Vice President
of Public Policy, Brand USA; and Producers of the
movie, Bright Path, The Jim Thorpe Story.
This year’s sessions featured topics including packaging
a tour, attracting tour operators, creating itineraries,
how to position your destination or product for the
international tourism market, developing tourism
assessments and inventories, how to use the latest
technologies and strategies for marketing and
media, protecting intellectual and cultural property,
collaborating with state and federal agencies, discovering agritourism, culinary trends, and many more.
“Through cultural and heritage tourism, tribes teach
visitors from around the world about the unique
cultures and traditions of Native America,” said Crystal
Holtz, AIANTA Midwest Region Board Member and
Sales Manager at the Radisson Hotel & Conference
Center Green Bay. “We are excited to have brought the
19th Annual American Indian Tourism Conference
(AITC) back to the Midwest Region this year.
Tourism is at the forefront of national discussions in
Indian Country, and AITC is a valuable entry point
into those discussions and the decisions being made.”
Each year, AITC kicks off with fascinating, and unique
mobile workshops that highlight the culture of the
host tribes and foster networking opportunities for
attendees to share, teach and learn from each other.
Oneida Nation, along with other tribal communities in
the area, hosted two incredible mobile workshops this
year to showcase the local area and cultures. The mobile
workshops included an Oneida and Lambeau City Tour
Oneida Children’s Choir

and a Three Nations Tour, which took participants
through Stockbridge Munsee, Menominee and Oneida.
Every year, AIANTA also hosts the Enough Good
People Awards Gala and Silent Auction to celebrate
people and organizations that have helped move the
mission of AIANTA forward. As part of the Gala,
the organization also holds a silent auction with
proceeds going to our scholarship program.
The awards event recognizes the “best of” the tribal
hospitality and tourism industry, accompanied by
dinner, entertainment and a silent auction featuring
extraordinary items, which include Native artwork
from all over the country and overnight stays at tribal
destinations throughout Indian Country. All proceeds
from the silent auction benefit the AIANTA
scholarship program.
See all the award winners here.
To learn more about the 19 th Annual AITC visit
www.AITC2017.com.
Save the date for the 20th Annual American Indian
Tourism Conference – September 17-20, 2018 to be
held in Albuquerque, New Mexico and hosted by the
Pueblo of Isleta. Find out more at www.AIANTA.org.
About AIANTA
The American Indian Alaska Native Tourism
Association (AIANTA) is a 501(c)(3) national nonprofit
association of Native American tribes and tribal
businesses that was incorporated in 2002 to advance
Indian Country tourism. The association is made up of
member tribes from six regions: Alaska, Eastern,
Midwest, Pacific, Plains and the
Southwest. AIANTA’s mission is to
define, introduce, grow and sustain
American Indian and Alaska Native
tourism that honors traditions and values.
To learn more, please visit www.aianta.org.
For current updates, like us on
Facebook and follow us on Twitter
(@OfficialAIANTA).
Rachel Cromer-Howard is Public Relations
and Media Specialist at American Indian
Alaska Native Tourism Assn. For more
information, contact rcromer@aianta.org.
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TURNING MY FATAL FLAW
INTO HAPPINESS by Terrell Dougan

woman raised her hand and stopped me. “Nothing to
be sorry about,” she said. “The stories are the only
things we remember anyway!”

A long time ago, a friend and I wrote and self-published
a little guidebook to Salt Lake City. We had both met
so many new neighbors and friends who had just
arrived and had that dazed look about them that said
“Have I just landed in Oz?” Since we came from pioneer
stock, and knew just how everything began, we wanted
to help newcomers get past our confusing streets,
liquor laws, store hours on Sundays, and conflicts in
politics and religion. We publicized the book by giving
talks to newcomers clubs, relocation services, and
even Rotary clubs. Soon banks and hotels bought our
book in bulk and had us print the cover with their
name on it. The little paperback became so popular
that we had to update and reprint it 10 times over
the next 20 years. After that, the changes in our city
happened so fast that we couldn’t keep up. We’d just
get a new edition out and it would be out of date.

That made a light go on for me. I am finding my
niche. All I want to do is tell these folks Utah’s good
stories, filled with salt, saints, and sinners.
Brigham Young admitted for all the world to hear:
“We are a peculiar people.” As a luncheon or dinner
speaker, I plan to tell captive groups at these events
all about why this is. The beauty of it is I won’t have
to walk backwards, count my people off and on the
bus, guide the driver, race ahead of my tourists to
get ahead of them to climb the steps so they can see
and hear me. If I get my word out to convention
groups through destination management companies,
our Convention and Tourist Bureau, newcomers
clubs, and even hotel concierges, I might get a small
market. But it will be joyous work. And isn’t that
what we all hope to do? I assume everyone here has
found that this work is filled with joy.

So we closed out that little business. Our husbands
were delighted it was over because they had added
up all our expenses, including the baby sitters. We
were making about minus a dollar an hour. It didn’t
occur to us that we needed to make a profit. (Utah
is number one in volunteering in the country.) So
years went by as we reared the children and found
other jobs (or jobettes, as I call them) that inspired
us. But we never stopped talking and thinking about
the history of Utah and its culture.
My husband retired. We began slowing down. But
as I walked along our city streets, overhearing all the
questions from visitors made me just itch to stop and
tell them the answers. So I signed up for training to be
a tour guide. The Utah Tour Guide Association has to
be the kindest, most supportive group anywhere to
put up with my mistakes and lead me gently along.
Once, when we were approaching our historic Fort
Douglas, I got carried away telling my tourists about
the conflicts between Brigham Young and General
Patrick Connor. Oh, it’s a delicious story. (I wish
I could tell you here but this editor won’t give me
enough space.) Well, when I finished telling my story,
I looked through the window to see that the driver
had gone right out of the Fort and was headed God
knows where. Covered in shame and humiliation, I
began to apologize to the driver and to the group, a

The guide book that started it all!

women
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If I can assess the group ahead of time, I am going
to entertain and see where their interests lie. If it’s a
women’s group interested in how women survived
polygamy, I can tell them the story of the Brigham’s
most rebellious and beautiful wife Amelia, who, one
morning at breakfast, became so irate that she stood
and turned the table and its contents into The Prophet’s
lap. Was she punished? Not Amelia. Brigham built her
a gorgeous mansion across the street so she wouldn’t
have to put up with his other wives (who finally
numbered 55. I am sure that a few of those who lived
with Brigham gazed across the street at Amelia’s
Palace and fixed their faces in a perpetual frown.
Well, just look at their pictures.)
If it’s a group interested in architecture, and if I can
darken the room, I can give a power point talk about

our elegant mansions along our Brigham Street – now
called South Temple – built with mining money from
the Irish Catholics, who arrived here, God bless ‘em,
and gave us all that stained glass and second opinions.
And the best part of all? These stories in our past
remain the same. I know I won’t be “so 10 minutes
ago” in my talk. My grandchildren have already let
me know I am past my sell-by date, but I just smile.
Ever since they were in diapers, they would curl up
in my arms, perfectly contented. Why? I was telling
them a good story.
Terrell Dougan, member of the Utah Tour Guide Assn., has
been a water fitness instructor, an actress, a writer, and community
relations assistant to Governor Scott Matheson of Utah. To
tour with Terrell, contact terrelldougan@me.com.

A CLARION CALL by Joe DeGregorio
I have recently finished a stint representing the NFTGA at The Student & Youth Travel Association’s (SYTA)
annual conference and trade show in Albuquerque NM August 25-29. The conference was touted as the premier
event for the student and youth travel industry. As expected, there were many networking opportunities. My
point? You too can share in “networking” for the NFTGA and your local association rather easily. There are
many different ways to accomplish this:
E-mail or mail a copy of this newsletter and if permissible, the minutes of the local’s most recent meeting to
the non-member tour guide associates throughout your area and the country. Make it a goal to call or solicit
electronically at least a few local or national guides and/or tourism related industry employees about the benefits
of a local association membership or forming an association in their locale. Enhanced guide opportunities, low
cost insurance, expanded knowledge and instant camaraderie are just some of the benefits that come to mind.
Many of you often volunteer your services as a greeter and representative of your city at a convention
services-hosted event. Do not hesitate to wear your association’s pin and, when appropriate, mention the benefits
of such a membership, especially to people in the hospitality and travel industries. Encourage qualified members
to become local association officers or even run for a position in the NFTGA. Sometimes all it takes is a little
prodding and positive assurance.
Contact your state’s Director of Tourism and invite him/her to a meeting to speak. Then, really tout the
benefits of membership with the goal to have them help spread the word too, given their many contacts.
Don’t forget to contact the legislative Tourism Committee Chairman for the same reason.
With instant factchecking electronically becoming the norm, the level of knowledge, credibility and professionalism
of the local guide and related business entities are becoming very important to guarantee continued success.
Having the strength in numbers of tour guide associations and dedicated members helps sustain that success.
Joe DeGregorio is a member of the Professional Tour Guides Association of St. Louis and a board member of the National
Federation of Tourist Guide Associations. To tour with Joe, contact joe.dehillboy@gmail.com.
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PTGASA AND THE SAN ANTONIO FOOD BANK by Katie Otten
The Professional Tour Guides Association of San Antonio has, for a number of years, been affiliated
with the San Antonio Food Bank. But recently, we have officially adopted the Food Bank as one of our
service projects. In this way, we help by collecting cash donations and food to aid the less fortunate
members of our community.
One of our members who passed away a couple of years ago had
been co-coordinator. But after his death, there was a lapse in
participation until summer of 2016 when our President, Gilbert
Noriega, appointed me to revive the program. We have a collection
once per quarter. Since then, our members have contributed over
$4,200 in cash and 120 pounds of food.
For every dollar donated, seven meals can be provided. The recent
onslaught of hurricanes in South Texas has greatly increased the
need. This is why our latest collection was so successful. This picture
was taken a few days after our monthly meeting in September, a
couple of weeks after the hurricanes.
Katie Otten is a member of the Professional Tour Guides Association of
San Antonio and a board member of the National Federation of Tourist Guide
Associations. To tour with Katie, contact katieotten9@hotmail.com.

NEWS YOU CAN USE
When a Tour Includes a Lunch Stop
by Joe DeGregorio
Your beautifully planned and executed tour could go
haywire if the dining segment becomes a disaster. In
planning many hundreds of lunch stops over the years
(and, in my youth, working in restaurants), I would
like to share some of my lessons learned.
Reservations: The sooner the better, especially for a large
group of 25 or more. The restaurant often will need to
order extra food or bring in additional help. If there is a
significant change in numbers up or down, the time of
your arrival, or a cancellation, let them know immediately.
Even if everything is on track as the tour starts, call the
restaurant anyway to give them peace of mind. Even if
the place has gotten rave reviews, always consider their
capacity, for some owners won’t decline but will be
overloaded. Consider coming in right before the rush,
11-11:15am or typically after, 1:15-1:30pm.
Meal Choices: Off the menu is often desired by your
client but, with a busload and little flexibility built into
the schedule, a “set” meal with a couple of choices
Autumn 2017

Katie Otten with representatives
of the San Antonio Food Bank

should be considered. Always ask your contact if any
tourists require special meals (gluten free, vegan etc.).
Consider the restaurant’s “signature” dish, as it is
usually very good and served faster. Also, inquire about
the eating habits or cuisine culture of your clients. Are
they meat and potatoes, pasta and meatballs? Or are
they wishing to be more adventurous. Always ascertain
if the group will have a full breakfast at the hotel or a
large meal planned that evening before judging the
amount of food to be served at lunch.
Cost Factors: Is the group on a tight budget or a
corporate blank check? Will the bill include: the meal,
tax, tip, soft drinks (all-inclusive with alcohol is a rarity)?
Is the group tax-exempt? Will the check from your
client include the meal or be paid separately? Learn the
restaurant’s policy on comping a meal prior to arrival
to avoid any embarrassments. Those often considered
are the tour guide, the group leader, and the bus driver.
When the meal is not prepaid in the overall tour costs,
you’ll often find the guests asking for separate checks.
Know ahead of time if the restaurant provides separate
checks for large groups and
and isis capable
capable (usually
(usually elecelectronically) of timely provision. Ask for the bill halfway or three-quarters of the way through the meal.
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Otherwise, if the place is very busy or the waiter
new, you may not get the check in a timely fashion.
Consider giving an extra tip to the waiter and hostess.
They may remember you when future guests ask
about local tours and tour guides.

THE CHANGING LANDSCAPE
IN CHARLESTON TOURISM

Other Factors: Could a restaurant’s “theme” (e.g.
BBQ, Italian, seafood etc.) mesh with the nature of
your tour? If time permits would the group want to eat
on their own in a selected area? Is the eatery close to
good shopping, a bakery, or your next tour stop? Have
you checked the internet or with other guides for their
reputation? Do they have outdoor seating that may
enhance the dining experience? Is your group going
to be in a private room (almost necessary if you plan
to continue speaking during the meal)? Should the
bus driver let the folks off first if nearby parking is an
issue? Could the restaurant put some cones out in
front to save a place for the bus? Consider the agility
of your group before booking a place with a lot of
steps up or down. Do you know enough about the
history of the place to include it in your repertoire?
Have they won any awards recently or been on the
Food Network (always a big draw)? Do you have a
backup plan (where to get box lunches, for example)
if your schedule gets crunched due to unforeseen
factors such as a bus breakdown.

There have been a number of issues and changes in
the tourism industry in Charleston South Carolina in
recent months. The lawsuit regarding the City's
professional licensing requirements has been handed
over to a jury by Judge Norton. The City stands by
their position that the exam requires 70% competency,
which has been lowered from 80% since the complaint
was filed last year. The 3 plaintiffs claim the need
for a license limits their right to free speech. Judge
Norton has chosen to send the suit to a jury trial.

Joe DeGregorio is a member of the Professional Tour
Guides Association of St. Louis. To tour with Joe, contact
joe.dehillboy@gmail.com.
Joe DeGregorio at lunch.

Charleston's Carriage Tours have been under attack
from Animal Rights groups. The latest salvo is a
brand new bright yellow billboard designed to make
our visitors arriving from the interstate think twice
about the safety of carriage tours. Charleston Carriage
Horse Advocates and the Charleston Animal Society
are the sources of this propaganda. I will note that
CCHA is not involved in the industry. Tommy Doyle,
member of Carriage Association for Responsible
Equine Safety (CARE) and owner at Palmetto Carriage
Works, says come see what we do. “The Charleston
Horse Drawn Carriage Industry represents the Gold
Standard in the United States for the treatment of
horses and mules”. Dan Riccio, director at the
Charleston Department of Tourism and Livability,
says that the City's position is to remain neutral but
they provide a trained specialist to assure that the
animals get the best of care.

by Timothy E. Dillinger

In other news, the South Carolina State Ports
Authority (SCSPA) has won its lawsuit to place piers
for a new Passenger Terminal. The Appeals Court ruled
the plaintiff's suit frivolous and ordered they pay $9,000
towards the defendant’s costs. The plaintiffs are a
number of neighborhood groups and non-profits
contending that a new terminal at that site, just a
few hundred feet north of the current location, will
create noise and pollution that would be detrimental
to nearby residential neighborhoods.

Timothy E. Dillinger is a member of the Charleston Tour Assn.
To tour with Tim, contact captaindillinger@yahoo.com.
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OUR HOUSE —
Merchant’s House Museum
by Matthew Baker
In the wake of the Halloween
festivities, New Yorkers and
their visitors have recently paid
more attention to the Merchant’s
House Museum than at any
other time of year. This is
because the house is reputed
to be one of the most haunted
sites in the city – a reputation
staunchly and actively perpetuated by the museum’s staff
and management. Candlelit
ghost tours are offered on the
third Friday of each month,
January – July, as well as many
Merchant’s House
special events in October.
Museum
Whether a visitor is a believer or
a skeptic, there is much to enjoy in this historic house.
th

On East 4 Street, in the neighborhood now known
as the East Village, the old home of the Tredwell
family has remained a constant as its surroundings
have gone from exclusive high-end residences, to
skid row and industrial, to a struggling arts colony,
and back to exclusive high-end residences. Built in
1832 for wealthy hardware merchant Seabury Tredwell
and his family, the house is both a New York City
Landmark and a National Historic Landmark, praised
for its Federal-style exterior architecture as well as its
Greek Revival interior design. The Tredwell family
continued to live in the house through the neighborhood changes until youngest daughter Gertrude died
in 1933. Some say Gertrude never left…
The Front Parlor

The Tredwells were a socially prominent family with
their own pew at Trinity Church, descended from
Mayflower pilgrims and Revolutionary War loyalists.
Very unusually, of the eight children, only three
married, and it is often believed that Seabury’s
strict paternal style and rigid insistence on
maintaining traditional appearances led to such
unhappiness in the house that the children
guarded their hearts and affections too closely to
ever marry. Some of the girls had made the
“mistake” of falling in love with either Catholics
or Jews, and their father’s wrath on the subject led
to broken hearts and a belief that their consequent
perpetual dissatisfaction with life has led to the
hauntings so popularly rumored.
There are no reservations at the museum for small
groups, but parties of 10 or more are required to call
ahead for a group program. Guided tours last about
an hour and cover the house, the collections, life as
a family member, and (perhaps most interestingly)
life as an Irish servant in the house.
On exhibit are furniture and light fixtures dating
between 1815 and 1880, along with many objects
decorative art, household items, personal items, etc.
Chief among
The
these are the 40
Servants’
dresses worn by
Quarters
the women of
the family, all
dating from a
similar period.
These also serve
the ghostly reputation of the
house. Some docents have reported finding dresses
where they shouldn’t be yet no explanation of how
they got there. Others insist that they have heard the
old piano playing in the parlor, though it has been
broken for years. Some have found notes written in
a Victorian style of longhand, not taught in schools
for several generations. All of this contributes to the
house’s immeasurable charm and fascination.
Matthew Baker is a past-president of the Guides Association
of New York City and editor of The National Standard.
To tour with Matt, contact baker.tours@yahoo.com.

